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ultifamily continued its strong performance in Q4
2021 despite uncertainty in the U.S. economy and
employment market. Significant rent growth and
transaction activity pushed Apartment Total Returns to 6.82%
for the fourth quarter, which follows Apartment Total Returns
of 6.53% in the third quarter. Driven by the very strong
performance in the second half of the year, Apartment Total
Returns were 19.91% for 2021, which greatly exceeded the
total returns of all other property types in the NPI other than
Industrial.
According to RealPage, demand for apartments in 2021 far
exceeded the highest levels on record in the three decades
that RealPage has tracked the market. CBRE reported that
the multifamily market set an annual absorption record of
617,500 units in 2021. Although nearly 360,000 new units were
delivered in 2021, according to RealPage, occupancy increased
30 basis points in the fourth quarter, which pushed occupancy
to 97.4% at the end of the year. In comparison, occupancy
declined an average of 40 basis points in the fourth quarter of
each year during the past three decades.
Multifamily rents climbed to record highs at the end of 2021,
up 15.6% year-over-year according to RealPage. New lease rent
growth in 2021 reached double-digits in 103 of the nation’s 150
largest MSAs. This outsized rent growth represents a rebound
from the flat to slightly negative rent change that occurred
during 2020. However, the National Multifamily Housing Council
recently concluded that the strong performance of multifamily
has been uneven, with some markets and assets outperforming

the national trend and other submarkets and properties
showing rent growth well below their pre-pandemic trend.
While rent growth in some sunbelt markets saw increases of
more than 20%, asking rents in many of the expensive, coastal
markets remain below pre-pandemic levels.
Institutional capital continues to flow into multifamily as total
investment activity in Q4 2021 increased by more than 114%
over the prior year, according to Real Capital Analytics (RCA).
Capital flows generally followed the same domestic migration
trend that has seen residents move away from the density
of expensive, gateway cities to the high growth, secondary
markets located in the southeast and southwest regions of
the country, which was a trend that was amplified during
the pandemic. RCA reported that the strongest investment
activity in 2021 was in markets such as Dallas, Atlanta, and
Phoenix. While the number of broadly marketed investment
opportunities increased throughout the year, there is a
developing trend in which sellers/brokers are selectively
marketing deals to a limited pool of potential buyers, likely
implying that certainty of execution has taken on even more
importance for sellers in this market.
Although the strength and resiliency of multifamily has been
on display throughout the pandemic, potential risks worth
monitoring include uncertainty related to inflation, rising
interest rates, government intervention, and Federal Reserve
policy. As such, it is increasingly important for investors to
partner with an experienced owner/operator that can identify
and mitigate those risks.
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Certain information contained herein includes forward‐looking statements
relating to the operations and performance of the Fund and/or specific
investments and can generally be identified by terminology such as “except,”
“may,” “should,” “anticipate,” “project,” “target,” “believe,” or “intend” or the
negative thereof or comparable terminology. These statements are based
on certain assumptions made by White Oak Partners and its officials; some
or all of which may prove to be inaccurate and/or incorrect. Forward‐looking
statements are inherently uncertain and cannot be relied upon as statements
of actual performance. The anticipated economic performance of individual
investments and/or the Fund is based solely upon forecasted underwriting
projections performed by White Oak, the details of which are provided in
the accompanying Financial Proforma packages. The assumptions utilized by
White Oak in the Financial Pro‐Forma are generally consistent with industry
standards and trends for similar investment properties and reflect White Oak’s
reasonable estimate of the expected performance of each investment or
the Fund. Such performance assumes that economic and market conditions
remain reasonably stable throughout the assumed hold periods applied
to each investment. Actual results or performance could differ materially
from those reflected or contemplated in such forward‐looking statements
or proformas as a result of risk factors set forth herein, as well as matters
not specifically addressed. No representation, or guarantee is made as to
future performance, or to the achievement of the results projected in such
forward‐looking statements. Brokerage Services are provided by WOBD, LLC,
a registered broker-dealer with the SEC and a member of FINRA and SIPC.
WOBD, LLC and White Oak Partners Investment Advisor, LLC, a registered
investment advisor with the SEC, are both affiliated entities of White Oak
Partners, LLC.

